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Abstract – The paper addresses the problems of traditional 
keyword based search engines that process query syntactically 
rather than semantically. In order to increase degree of 
relevance and higher precision to recall ratio, it describes 
proposed architecture of Semantic Search Engine (SSE) 
which incorporates Google search results as input and 
processes them with the help of Semantic Web (SW) 
technologies. Modules to accomplish various tasks  like query 
processing, importing existing ontologies and extraction of 
knowledge have been introduced in proposed framework. At 
last, the PROMPT algorithm is being applied to compare 
query graph and document graph which leads to improved 
results that are presented to user.. 
 
Index Terms- Semantic Web (SW), Ontology, PROMPT, 
Protégé 3.4.8, Jena, Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
and Knowledge Retrieval 
 
1.0. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional search engines are tools for retrieving information 
from massive sources on the web.The results are being 
produced by performing keyword based search most of the 
tme.The main drawback of search engines is lack of relevance. 
To illustrate the problem in a better way, consider a query 
“Mobile phones with red cover” submitted to a traditional 
search engine. It produces relevant as well as irrelevant results 
in relation with terms-mobile phones, red lotus, flower and 
cover. The search experience does not consider stopping words, 
auxiliary verbs that reflects the meaning of given statement. 
Likewise in above query, the term “with” has lost its 
significance due to which results are being produced in context 
of lotus and red flower. In order to reduce this ambiguity and 
perform intelligent search, concept of Semantic Web (SW) 
came into existence in 1996 as envisioned by Tim Berners Lee 
[1]. SW is defined as global mesh of information in machine 
interpretable format [2].It is practically not feasible to annotate 
the entire web content into semantic tags so that current search 
engines could behave like Semantic Search Engines (SSE). 
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So, there is need to develop search engine that analyses user 
query and produces meaningful results with higher precision 
and low recall.  
The following paper is categorized into following sections. 
Section 2 describes objective and scope of research carried out  in 
given paper. Section 3 presents brief survey of research 
conducted in context of evolution of SSE’s and their 
methodologies. Section 4 provides bird’s eye view of Semantic 
Web layered architecture and comparative analysis of studied 
literature survey. Section 5 describes proposed SSE framework 
along with its implementation. Section 6 validates higher 
precision to recall ratio in comparison to GOOGLE. Section 7 
concludes the given paper followed by references.  
 
2. 0. OBJECTIVE, SCOPE & FINAL OUTCOME  
Objective 
“To enhance GOOGLE [2] search results with the help of 
Semantic Web technologies”.  
Scope  
A user would be able to learn about semantic web technologies, 
semantic web tools, ontology development for knowledge 
representation and storing that knowledge using some open 
source framework.  
Final Outcome 
The intended final outcome of work carried out is precise and 
relevant search results produced by enhancing GOOGLE 
search results with the employment of SW technologies.  
 
3.0. RELATED WORK 
Several studies that have been conducted with an aim to build 
SSE and ranking of results as follows: 
Debajyoti et.al [3] proposed semantic search framework that 
produces relevant results by performing mapping between 
classes and instances with the help of RDF codes. Fatima et.al 
[4] adds query optimizer, user interface and processor in its 
framework but it too has some limitations. Zhang et.al [5] 
performed keyword based search by finding RDF files and 
compares keywords with its contents. Swati et.al [6] proposed 
information retrieval system in context of university domain 
but it does not evaluate GOOGLE search results. Kumar et.al 
[7] made use of mapper and query processor for representation 
and scanning of keywords respectively.  
For comparative analysis of these works, refer to Table 1.  
 
4.0. SW ARCHITECTURE 
According to Kevin Kelly [8], it suffers from fax effect which 
means that development of semantic web is costly and its 
technologies have not been utilized fully. But, still most of 
researchers are trying their hands on this web technology to 
achieve machine- human interaction [8] 
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.  
Figure1: SW architecture [9] 

 
Table 1: Comparative Analysis 

Research 
Work 

Pros Cons 

 
Debajyoti 
et.al [3] 

(a) Uses ontology to 
maintain semantic 

relationships among 
classes and instances 

rather than using NLP. 
 

(b) Values of property can 
be computed from RDF 
codes and displayed to 

user 

(a) No ranking of 
results is being 

done. 

 
Fatima 
et.al [4] 

(a) Query optimizer scans 
keywords and matches 

them with words stored in 
ontology database. 

(a) No updating of 
ontology database. 

 
(b) User interface is 

not connected to 
any semantic 
framework.  

 
Zhang 

et.al [5] 

(a) Combines Google 
search results with RDF 

and present them in 
hierarchical fashion. 

 
(b) OntoSearch acts as 

visualization tool and can 
be linked to other web 
ontology editor tools 

(a) Synonym 
problem is not well 

addressed in this 
version of tool 

 
Swati et.al 

[6] 

(a) Uses WordNet API for 
generation of semantically 

similar words. 
(b)  Matches terms used 

in user query with 
designed ontology to 

produce refined query. 

(a) Does not 
evaluate Google 

results. 
 
 

 
Kumar 
et.al [7] 

(a) Uses Mapper to 
represent semantic results 

into textual format. 
(b) Query processor scans 

keywords and matches 
them with words stored in 

ontology database. 

(a) No comparison 
and evaluation of IR 

performance. 
 

(b) Does not 
evaluate Google 

results 

 
5.0. COMPONENTS OF PROPOSED SSE FRAMEWORK 
The proposed framework as outlined in Fig 2. consists of three 
phases: 

• Generation of user query graph with the help of SW 
technologies. 

• Generation of document relation graph by analyzing 
GOOGLE search results. 

• Comparison of source and target ontologies that leads 
to improved results 

 
First phase  
(a) GUI: - The interface on which search is performed is treated 
as main component of any search engine. In context of 
traditional search engines, queries are written by developers 
and results are matched with pre-defined keywords stored in 
databases. But in proposed work, ontology is used as backend 
in interface. 
In given framework, input query is being passed through user 
interface as well as GOOGLE search engine. It is passed to 
search engine in order to enhance search results with the help 
of SW technologies.  
(b) Designing /Importing existing ontology: - The proposed 
framework uses PROTÉGÉ 3.4 beta [10] for importing existing 
ontology related to given domain. Protégé is an open-source 
tool for editing and managing Ontologies. It is the most widely 
used domain-independent, freely available, platform-
independent technology for developing and managing 
ontologies.  
(c) Extracting knowledge from given ontology: - Apache JENA 
framework can be used to represent relationship between 
classes, properties and instances from given ontology. It will 
lead to formation of knowledge base.  JENA is a java 
framework for building semantic web applications that 
provides programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS, and OWL 
and consists of rule based inference engine [11].  
 
Second Phase  
Same user query is being entered in GOOGLE search engine 
and results are retrieved. These results are in form of HTML 
(Text) documents. So, relationship among those text documents 
is extracted by converting them into RDF documents. It is done 
with the help of Text2RDF application.  
 
Third Phase  
This phase requires comparison of target ontology graph and 
source ontology graph. In both graphs, concepts are represented 
by nodes while relations are represented by edges. It is done 
with the help of PROMPT [12] algorithm. Features of 
PROMPT are as: 

• Besides merging ontology, it identifies locations for 
integration of ontologies, type of operations to be 
performed and resolves conflicts.  

• Interactive merging process i.e. several choices are 
being performed by user and PROMPT selects them 
automatically on basis of user preferences. 
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• Handle conflicts like name conflicts, dangling 
references, redundant classes and slot value 

restrictions. 
 

 
Figure 2: Proposed LOC-SSE framework 

 
5.1. Pros of Proposed Approach 

• The given framework evaluates GOOGLE search 
results in addition to user query. 

• User interface is connected to semantic framework 
called as JENA in order to retrieve knowledgeable 
results from ontology. 

• Relationships among classes, properties and instances 
are represented in form of user query graph. 

• On other hand, document graph is being created from 
GOOGLE search results. 

• Thus, above methodology adds lexical, conceptual 
and ontological flavor to proposed framework. 

 
5.2. Implementation 
Above approach is being implemented as shown in steps 
below: 
Consider user query as “List the faculties of CSE in IIIT 
Hyderabad” 

 
 

Figure 3: Home Screen 
Step 1 
 (a) User designed GUI: This form is drawn in NetBeans IDE 
8.0 
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(b) Showing data connectivity among Protégé, NetBeans IDE 
and Jena 

 
Figure 4: Importing libraries & its successful execution 

 
Step 2: Designing of ontology on given domain 
(Educational_institute.owl) 

 
 

Figure 5: Educational_institute domain ontology 
 
Step 3: Extracting knowledge from given ontology 

 
 

Figure 6: Displaying  properties and URI’s of 
Educational_institute ontology 

 

From Fig 5, subsection of target ontology has been extracted 
further on basis of query “List the faculties of CSE in IIIT 
Hyderabad”. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Extracting target ontology portion using 
SPARQL query 

 
Step 4: Creation of knowledge base involves: 
Generation of rules using Semantic Web Rule Language 
(SWRL) 
Four rules are being created that can lead to inferences related 
to given query.  
(i) Rule1_//_Hod_is_AssoProf_whose_Name_is 
Its expression in SWRL is   
CSE:isAssoProf(?A, ?S) ∧ CSE:isHod(?H, ?A) →  
CSE:hasName(?H, ?S) 
(ii) Rule2_//_AssoProf_is_senior_to_Lecturer_and_AsstProf 
Its expression in SWRL is 
CSE:isAsstProf(?A, ?S) ∧ CSE:isLecturer(?L, ?A) →  
CSE:isAssoProf(?L, ?S) 
(iii) Rule3_//_AsstProf_for_TeachingFaculty 
Its expression in SWRL is 
CSE:isTeachingFaculty(?G, ?F) →  CSE:isAsstProf(?F, ?G) 
 

 
Figure 8: Rules generated using SWRL 

Step 5: Target ontology graph 
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Figure 9: Target ontology graph 
 
Step 6:  Now, query is entered on Google and it produces links of 
other faculties of IIT BHU, IIT Hyd in addition to IIIT Hyd 

 
 

Figure 10: GOOGLE search results page 
 

Step 7: Results (documents) 
It involves conversion of HTML links to semantic web resources 
like RDF so that ontology can be created which can be said as 
“GoogleCSE.pprj” or “GoogleCSE.owl” 

 
 

Figure 11: Conversion of HTML links of IIIT Hyd into 
RDF 

Similarly, conversion of IIT Hyd and IIT BHU can be done into 
RDF. 
 
Step 8: Document Relation Extraction 
It involves designing of ontology from above RDF results. 

 
 

Figure 12: GoogleCSE ontology graph (source ontology) 
 
Step 10: Comparison 
It is done by comparing both ontologies using PROMPT 
algorithm where source ontology is “GoogleCSE.owl” and target 
ontology is “computerscience.owl” 

 
 

Figure 13: Execution of PROMPT algorithm 
 

Step 11: Improved results 

 
Figure 14: Enhanced Results 
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6.0. EVALUATION MEASURES 
Sample query  Google Our system 

List the faculties 

of CSE in IIIT 

Hyderabad  

Precision= 7/21 

               = 0.33 

Recall     =  7/16 

                =  0.43  

Precision= 9/21 

               = 0.42 

Recall     = 9/16 

                = 0.56  

 
 

 
 

Fig 15: Higher P to R ratio of our system than GOOGLE 
 
7.0. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
The given paper presents a Lexical, Ontological & Conceptual 
framework of Semantic Search Engine (termed LOC-SSE) with 
the help of semantic web technologies. The proposed system is 
implemented and evaluated on basis of Precision- Recall Ratio. 
From implementation & analysis of the proposed framework, it 
is concluded that given system produces more accurate results 
as compared to Google. 
As a future work, it can be extended by developing agent based 
middleware search engine with the help of JADE (Java Agent 
Development Environment). 
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